INTRODUCTION
Grinding is a distinctive technology that uses abrasives or synthetic minerals in loose or bonded form. Grinding is one of most important technologies used by manufacturing today. Grinding is the only method available to engineers to machine and finish ceramics or composite material. In other cases, grinding competes with other technologies and offers the most economical way to produce precision component. As compared with other machining processes, grinding is a costly operation that should be utilized under optimal conditions (6) (7) (8) .
Grinding is a finishing process used to improve surface finish, abrade hard materials and tighten the tolerance on flat and cylindrical surfaces by removing a small amount of material. In grinding, an abrasive material (6) rubs against the metal part and removes tiny pieces of material. The abrasive material is typically on the surface of a wheel or belt and abrades material in a way similar to sanding. On a microscopic scale (8) , the chip formation in grinding is the same as that found in other machining processes. The abrasive action of grinding generates excessive heat so that flooding of the cutting area with fluid is necessary.
II. RETROFITTING
Retrofit projects replace or add equipment to existing machine to improve their energy efficiency, increase their output and extend their lifespan, while decreasing emissions. Principally retrofitting describes the measures taken in the manufacturing industry to allow new or updated parts to be fitted to old or out dated assemblies (like blades to wind turbines). The production of retrofit parts is necessary in manufacture when the design of a large assembly is changed or revised. If, after the changes have been implemented, a customer (with an old version of the product) wishes to purchase a replacement part then retrofit parts and assembling techniques will have to be used so that the revised parts will fit suitably onto the older assembly. (6-10)
CONSTRUCTION OF THE SYSTEM
In old machine the feed is given by the hydraulic system. But in the retrofit the machine feed is given by the ball screw. Ball screw is one of the latest technologies used in the industry.
Figure1. Feed Table Sectional View

Figure2. Ball Screw Sectional View
The ball screw section view is given above after fitting to the external grinding machine. 
BOLL SCREW SETTING
Remove the coupling from motor and replaced make sure that coupling is properly on motor taper shaft. Mount the servo motor on motor plate and clamp the coupling at ball screw end. Make sure that whole assembly of coupling and servo motor is properly done. Assemble the rear cover and tight mounting screw. Move slide to make sure that movement is ok.
Figure6. Ball Screw Arrangement
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
The technical specifications of grinding machine are given below (5 
VII. CONCLUSION
Conversion of old machine into working machine to full fill the markets demand. Because now a day's very competition market so after retrofitting of machine the machine running cost will decrease , so the production cost will also decrease. Therefore the company will gate maximum profit.
The accuracy of output product will be increase. After retro fitting the machine the machine running cost will be also decrease. It will provide more comfort to the worker. As compare to CNC machine the retrofitted machine cost is less. The replacement of main machine parts is hydraulic to servo drive with plc control.
Thus the old machine is retrofitted and ready to use. The accuracy and performance of the machine is very god as compare to CNC machine.
